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Five human souls,
In front of the almighty, the whole
Analyzing their faith
Examining their role

First, a follower of bigotry
An unsolved mystery
Chasing God with weapon
Only terror can happen
His erroneous faith,
A filthy and unfounded hate
Torture, death and threats
By these unworthy Brat
Desire to find heaven
By being bloody raven

God utters some words
Burn this soul in hellish fire
No defence is adequate for this mire
Wounded devotion and unholy intentions
My utmost devilish creation.

Second, a superstitious one
behind every irrational fun
Illogical, childish tact
Miscalculate every fact
stubborn loyalty
Mischievous and faulty
Their Self-centred religion
Overflowing Selfish decision
Not a profitable investment
A mere adjustment.

God utters some words
With a ambivalent
Don’t be infectious
Use your inner conscious
Somewhere in the middle
To solve the riddle
Third, a religious kind
Blend of pure heart and apt mind
Devotee of idols
Reader of The Gita, Quran & Bible
Enchanted rhythmic prayers,
Burning candles, fragrances in the air
Voyager of one path
Honest devotee of alienated God

No question, no answer
only faithful conquer
Follower of religion
A peaceful pigeon
But where is human ground
When religion is bound
Every religion is lovely
With humanity utterly

Fourth, the spiritual kind
Leaving all religions behind
With awakening eyes
Long-suffering God as one
Neither Guru nor Pupil
in an equal cycle
a master of will and power
without possession and desire
Hold his faith in one fire
a juggler, depending on one rope

Holy Spirit, Divine figure
My auspicious gold digger
Welcome him with open arms
Awake, arise my divine charm

Fifth, a humanistic lone
Neither religious nor spiritual
Not a follower of any canopy ritual
Away from any kind of partial faith
Being Human, his utmost ray
An instance of compassionate eccentric
Above all nothing but a true humanistic
Serving my worth or unworthy creations,
His eventual devotion
Come and sit beside me
After a long time
I also find the same kind
Not a declared divine
nevertheless, a reflection of mine.